
Best laundry Service Singapore 

Are you looking for some reliable company to handle all your laundry needs who can 

do the best dry-cleaning of your expensive clothes?? Ultimate Laundry is here to 

help you to get free from that   laundry issue. Ultimate Laundry has an experience of 

more than 10 years in the Laundry Services industry. Being very popular  in 

Singapore market for our quality work, it feels happy when people agree on us being 

the best laundry service Singapore. 

 

Ultimate Laundry Singapore is a  professional in curtain cleaning, clothes cleaning 

and dry-cleaning. We offer free pickup and delivery of your laundry. We understand 

your busy schedule, hence we are always ready to work for customer who require 

pick up or delivery in the extreme time periods (Early morning or late night), which 

makes us stand apart from the other service providers. 

As best laundry service Singapore, we always target in completing your laundry 

work within a period of 1-2 days or a custom laundry plan as per the customer’s 

special requirement. We understand your needs and urgency. Ultimate Laundry is 

a team of fully professional Laundry and dry cleaning experts.  

We assure you about the safety of your clothes and special belongings, having 

known of the fact that they mean a lot to you.  

For a laundry company in a professional country like Singapore, the main moto 

should be consumer satisfaction and trust, and that is what we always target. We are 

greatful that people saw calibre in our work and voted us to be the best laundry 

service Singapore. We make genuine commitments and pursue them efficiently.  

You can reach us at 37 Kallang Pudding Rd #06-07 Tong Lee Block B 

Singapore 349315. 

+65 9857 3303 

Or write to us at enquiries@ultimatelaundry.sg. 

We will be more than happy to solve any laundry related query of yours. 

+65 9857 3303 

www.ultimatelaundry.sg 

http://ultimatelaundry.sg/
http://ultimatelaundry.sg/

